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FROM IDENTITY 
MlSTlQUE TO IDENTITY 

CULTURAL POLICY 
This paper was inspired by discussions at the ses- 

sion of the European Diploma in Cultural Project Man- 
agement 199311 994 (Helsinki, 19 September - 3 October 
1993) and by discussions at the School of Cultural Poli- 
cy (1989 - 1992) 

Pon.erof culho-e has become politically visible very 
rare in history. Usually it was connected with periods of 
grobal social transformations. 

An unintelligible resistance to the attemps to civi- 
lize the peoples (one can mention the history of water 
pipe dissemination or the history of agricultural settle- 
ment projects in the Extreme Sorth) also put on the agen- 
da cultural issues. During the last years more and more 
Europeans were manifesting their interest in cultural ac- 
tions. As Eduard Delgado has marked that was not a so- 
cial demand or concem~orcr~I ture  itself. Most probably, 
that is a demand-for cult~rrcrlyolicy (see Delgado, 1993). 
That is a demand for debates or1 culture as an nreu of 
policy-rnnkirrg. 

It is said that civil society has aged in Western Eu- 
rope and has not become grown - up in Eastern Europe. , 
Sometimes to discuss priorities of public cultural policy 
is the only chance to make one's own priorities visible. 
The impact between politicians and population is dem- 
onstrated in debates on cultural policy - making. The 
connotations and connexions between policy on culture, 
other policies (economical, military, educational, social, 
etc.) and decision-making are under discussion. The prob- 
lem is not to loose cultural policy itself. 
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Key issues are the frameworks of policy-making 
and underlying concepts of human activity and human 
being. 

These notions (as well as visions of a future which 
also define cultural policy) are more implicit then conc- 
sious. But they dominate not only possibilities to access 
benefits and richness of the established culture, but also 
possibilities to challenge cultural dogma from different 
points of view (class, mce, ethic, sex, gender, environ- 
ment, region, etc.) and to integrate new aspirations in 
policy-making. 

That is why it is so important to reflect essential 
notions underlying cultural policy. It will give a chance 
to promote the necessary shifts through different cultur- 
al, training and networking projects. During the last years 
debates concerning these issues were focused mainly on 
themes "Culture and Democracy", "Culture and Totali- 
tnrism". 

In this paper I would like to continue the discus- 
sion, referring to the concept of cultural identity. 

RUSSIAN CULTURAL POLICY 
W EUROPEAN CONTEXT 

I has to choose strange genre for this observation. 
It would be a historical study and an analysis on current 
developments nt the same time. 

The problem is that it is impossible to describe 
R~rssirrrl currerrt sitzr/rtiorr as homogeneous. That could 
be conceived only as the corn1e.x- of trends related to dzy- 
ferent histor-ical times. I will not pay special attention on 
tot(zlitrrriarr c~tlhtre which was rather filly studied by 
many authors. I would like to note only that the mecha- 
nism of implementing state ideology (whatever it would 
be) is not destroyed hitherto. 

I would like to refer to the concept of democrtrtizo- 
tiorl of culhtre. 

The first demands for it were connected with the 
idea of '3ust distribution of the cultural riches". Later it 
was replaced by the notion of "free access to cultural 
facilities". That was considered as one of the essential 
human rights and, at the same time, as a vehicle to over- 
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come the gap between upper and low classes, to achieve 
social consensus. 

This version of democratization of culture could 
be named cultural distribution. It was widesperad in 
Russia as well as in Europe. 

I have not enough knowledge to clarify the origin 
of this idea in European context. But I would like to 
mention the activity of the German Union for Social 
Policy founded by a group of 'ethic economists' in 1870s. 

In Russia this idea was discussed by liberal intelli- 
gencia at the beginning of the centure. The caimpaign on 
democratization of culture started in February 1917. Af- 
ter the October 1917 it was continued by left intelligen- 
cia collaborated with Bolshevics. 

One could mention, for example, the grand idea of 
the popular Library of International Literature projected 
by M.Gorky. Masterpieces from all times and peoples 
were translated into Russian for this project. It goes with- 
out saing, that many well-known writers were exluded 
from the International Literature because of their "wrong" 
ideas. But speaking in terms of cultural distribution the 
project could be considered as successful. The Library 
was really accessible for any average family. Many peo- 
ple (including myself) first read Japanese, French, Ara- 
bic and Swedish classics thanks to it. 

" hfozcn-t cotrccrt drtt-itrg (1 brcuk ut a fhctory " - 
that was not only Western European project till 1968. 
That was also Russian/Soviet (from 10s till 80s) and East- 
ern and Central European project. 

I would like to stress that the notion of cultural 
distribrttion implicitly contains the idea of distribution 
of'tlrc cltltut-c of'thc dott1itrut1tgroztp. The "elite, or high 
culture" (that was not the culture of proletariat) contin- 
ued to be the most acknowledged even after the October 
191 7. The futurists' slogan "Pushkin has to be kicked out 
from our modern ship" was not very popular. 

One had joke the final outcome of this affair [so- 
cialism] was still in doubt because of that. Speaking 
seriously,"lrig/~ citltitrc" was deeply integrated into the 
system of secondary and artistic education. Just now it is 
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the point of reference and the identity basis for many 
people. 

It is even said that Russia and some other post- 
totalitarian countries with similar educational systems 
could be considered as the last "high culture" countries. 

Returning to the notion of cultural distribution, I 
would like to point out that it correlated with "total dis- 
tribution" principle of socialist economy. 

The strategy of cultuml distribution was the main 
strategy not only on the state level, but also on the local 
level. 

There was only one factory in many small towns 
and settlements in former Soviet Union.( I think it was 
the same in other former socialist cointries). 

Special "social, culture, everyday life" programmes 
were conducted by each soviet factory in 60s - 80s.One 
could not get food, or medical service, or a role in ama- 
teur theatre only through this system of distribution. That 
provided all the inhabitants with jobs, industrial style of 
life and suitable f(~ctor)l-settlcmelrt identity. Now it is 
difficult for factories to make both ends meet. Socialist 
corporations are forced to think about market and com- 
petitive ability. The customary lifestyle has collapsed. 
That means the tiirie of clrlhrl-rll distribution (1s rnoirz idc- 
ology of' culat~ul policy 11t1s conic to on cnd in Russia 
(and I think in other post-totalitarian counries) as it has 
come to an end in Western Euroupe. The attempts of our 
state cultural authorities to keep it could not stop the 
process. 

I would like to empharsize that the crisis of the 
model of cultural distribution has started since the end of 
60s, not now. At that time the activism of non-official 
groups interested in amateur arts and seeking for their 
own "creativity" took the features of social movement. 
That could be correlated to the resembling processes in 
Western Europe. 

"Author's song" festivals, for example, got togeth- 
er thousands of fans in the forests near Kuibyshev. The 
"author's song" was a form of personal and group libera- 
tion from official rhetorics. 
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However, these groups could not be compared with 
Western European post-1968 urban movements which 
challenged the idea of established cultural dogma. The 
"author's song" and others groups did not put forward 
global cultural aims as feminism did. 

On the wave of perestroika former participants of 
60-s-70-s movements have come to the policy-making 
institutions. That is the common trend for Eastern and 
Central Europe. 

I do not know about other countries, but in Russia 
the ministry of culture and local cultural committes are 
now the strange places where former "apparatchics" and 
underground artists share rooms and views on culture. 
The last ones changed 'socialist realism' for 'conceptual- 
ism' as state acknowledged art. But they could not break 
tfie hiemrcfii~zlpriricipIe ofsoviet art (ltid cultural disfii- 
bl~tioti ideologv 0s the ideologv of stcrte cuZturrrlpolicy 
which continues to rule the events in public cultural sec- 
tor. 

That is tlie problem that has not yet found proper 
solution. I think that new approaches will be put forward 
during next years. The pre-requisites are being formed 
now on the basis of socio-cultural stratification. The 
er~zergir~g ir~dcp~r~derit szlbjects of culfi~~zZpolicj~ put for- 
ward their own priorities and conduct their own cultural 
pojects. The alternative cultural sector is rapidly devel- 
oping. For example, feminist groups in collaboration with 
women artists have organized exibitions and published a 
journal in order to chrzZkrrgc gender iderrtity through arts. 

(The problem of constructing new identities will 
be discussed later) 

Thnt put on the agenda tlie concept of culfi~rcrl cre- 
~ r i v i @  which has played an important role in developing 
cultural democracy in Europe. I would like to point out 
two other trends which are becoming more and more 
important for Russia and other post-socialist countries. 

The first trend is connected with changes in rela- 
tionship between culture and power. One of tlie most 
widespread international notions of culture is culture ns 
N Zicruly that can be protected after satisfaction of the 
priority needs. In marxist terms it was interpreted as "ba- 
sis and superstructure theory". To sfiow crrlfin-e means to 
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show a sign of trvyarc and prestige. This idea unites 
extremely different approaches. I would like to empha- 
size that it gives a chance to power symbolic games. 
Cultrn-c, or an open conccrn for culture were used many 
times in a European history as the symbolic system for 
I-cprcscntation ofpowcr. That could be concieved as the 
political symbolism, a certain form ofpowcr identity. 

This notion could help to understand the relation- 
ship between culture and power under totalitarian regime 
in the former Soviet Union (for exaple, Stalin's extreme- 
ly high interest and care for cinema making. Stalin used 
cir~c~r~u rriytl~ to construct distinct idcntity of sovictpco- 
plc that forced everybodyto believe in happy life and 
made the real state of affairs unimportant. 

An open concern for culture is also an effective, 
flexible and comparatively cheap vehicle to crcateposi- 
tivc irnclge of a party, or a politician, or political idea in 
general. Cultural policy may clarify and stress the differ- 
ences in approachs to social issues. In Europe that was 
an important background of urban cultural policy in 70s: 

"...parties across the whole political spectrum used 
cultural policy to establish a connection between the dis- 
tictive style of their governance and the citizens' identi- 
fication Swith their cityd, often in implicit or explicit 
countelposition to other political parties and styles of 
governance" (Bianchini, 1992, p.82) 

In Russia this idea has not become popular hither- 
to. Present electoral campain could be considered as the 
very beginning of this strategy. The second trend is the 
development of al-tisticcrlly mcdintcdpowcr of market. 

In Western Europe the arts have become one of the 
main engines of economy. That is also becoming impor- 
tant in Russia now. Advertizing, fashion, design, prod- 
uct styling have been rapidly developed during the last 
three years. The aim is to form a consumer through a 
permanent changing set of artistically mediated expecta- 
tions and aesthetically intensified consumer requirements. 
(see Luke, 1991) 

In Russia conszlrncr iricrrtity is actively cultivating 
not only in commerce, but in different spheres, including 
policy. The same artists are invited to make political 
appeals and commercial announcements. 
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I would like to stress dangerous consequences of 
this process. Giving the illusion of free choice, consum- 
er identity makes the person passive and controlled. 

I think that the well-known "Your voucher - your 
choice" could be named as the slogan of the campaign 
on constructing consumer identity. The analysis of cur- 
rent developments makes me to refer to problems of con- 
structing identity. However, I have to return to discus- 
sion on identity crisis. 

IDENTITY CRISIS 

Firstly, I would like to note two sides of an identity 
crisis in terms of conceptual crisis. Then I shall com- 
ment them using examples from Russian experiences. 
Both side of identity crisis are personally painful and 
socially and politically dangerous. 

Identity is vitally important. The rrbsct~cc ofidcrlti- 
@ is the trbscrlcc of rcfcrcrlces which are necessary as a 
basis and a direction for interactions. To be pure of con- 
tacts with identity is to be pure of contacts with past and 
future, to Iosc ~~~crrrritigs of the activig. A search for iden- 
tity as an essential personal and social demand. 

At the same time identity is a certain stereotype 
and therefore a fort11 of oppr-cssiorr. It is culturally and 
socially constnicted prescription which can or can not 
correspond to one's own experiences. To have some dis- 
tinctive identity (race. ethnic, gender, etc) often means 
to belong to the so called disadvantage group. Some- 
times it means exclusion from dominant culture and so- 
ciety (racist, nationalist, patriarchal). Uricriticrrl~vcrcccpt- 
cd idcrrtity is a possibility to become exploited. For ex- 
ample, to be "a good woman" means to have double bur- 
den every day and to lose heart every night, to be "a good 
epmloyee" means to keep silence about the low salary 
and so on. 

During the last years the most dangerous trends in 
Europe have been connected with cxploit(7tioti of rrotio~i- 
(11 idcr~ti@. 

Under ideologicai and economical crisis national 
identity looks as the most nat~iral basis for co-operation. 
Europeans can not say that they understand the mecha- 
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nism of tragic trasformation from national identity to 
nationalist dictatorship and ethnic cleanness. 

Political exploitation of identity is not phenome- 
non which is specific for post-totalitarian period. But I 
think an analysis of post-socialist countries experiences 
could clarify the situation in general. 

In Russia identity crisis was especially sharp and 
painful during the first years of perestroika. Many peo- 
ply felt that they have wasted their lives. It was not only 
because of the loss of communist ideals. It was because 
of the loss of meanings of activity. For example, one was 
working at the factory during 20 years. During all these 
years helshe tried to increase productivity and to work 
better. Hislher efforts were honored by a medal or by 
photos and articles in city's newspaper. Helshe lived with 
other five members of a family in a nice flat (29,9 sq.m) 
and was going to take a new one next year. Suddenly this 
good worker was informed that 

the ideals were ruined, 

helshe lived all the life as a pauper and will live 
worse, 

Lenin really was a German spy, 

the production of the factory was out-of-date 15 
years ago and was kept in storehouse d~tring the 
last five years, 

and hislher new flat would be sold to a successful 
businessman who was a leader of city's communist 
party committee last year. 

This picture helps to clarify how disoriented peo- 
ple were. I would like to remind about above menyioned 
factory-settlement identity here. 

The custom for this specific lifestyle was more 
important then communist ideology. People have dlffi- 
cultics in clrcrtrgirg this l i fsplc  atid it1 seeking tlew iden- 
titics. That has to be taken into account when social ba- 
sis of t~csistcrtrcc to rcfort)zs in post-totalitarian countries 
is discussed. 

Some of people refered to the past. To find roots 
meant to renew oneself, and, in many cases, to avoid 
discussion about future. Associations of descendants of 
aristocrats and merchants were very popular at that time. 



Some of them refered to the image of a "market" 
and "American dream" as to the image of a happy and 
healthy life. 

Later the direction of economic reforms connected 
with "westernization" has become a subject of critique 
from different point of view. Critique position was occu- 
pied by national-patriotic forces( the environmental cri- 
tique of re-placing dirty and out-of-date technologies from 
West to East has not become politically visible) as well 
as "care for social needs" position was occupied by former 
communists. 

Russians in the former Soviet Union (as Serbs in 
the former Yugoslavia) were considered as dominant 
nationalities. For many people who were not Russians 
(or Serbs) it gave chance to feel themselves as victims of 
regime and to estimate "Russian occupation" as the only 
course of economic and ideological crisis. 

On the other hand, Russian "patriots" remembered 
that Russians were the only ones who had not represent- 
ed as a nationality in the Soviet Union. They started to 
look for the enemy and revived the idea of Yudeo-bol- 
shevic conspiracy. It confirms that the best way to find 
an enemy is to divide people on the basis of nationality. 

Unfortunately, modem communicaion technologies 
have been playing a significant role in the expoitation of 
national identity. Firstly, I have to mention media war in 
Yugoslavia. (see Dragicevic-Sesic, 1993). She described 
the tools of media war: the selection of information; re- 
interpretation of information - first comments then the 
information itself; special black and white vocabulary 
which humiliate the opposition; descriptions full of hate, 
a.s.0). I was shocked to recognize them in Russian me- 
dia which showed the events in Moscow at the beginning 
of October, 1993. Special identity "Moscovites suffered 
from White House bandits" was cultivated, and was be- 
ing known that Armenian and Azerbaijan speculators 
(which were hated by some people because their success 
in running for money) were included later in the number 
of the above n~entioned bandits. 

At the end of this part of the paper I would like to 
say some words about debates on national identity in 
Russia. 
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This discussion went out of the academitian com- 
mutity at the end of 80-s. The open debate started when 
the independent philosophical club "Free Word" was open 
under the umbrella of the democratic authorities of the 
Federation of Cinema Makers. Then discussions were 
continued by many academicians and journalists in mass- 
media. 

The myth of mono-ethnic basis for national identi- 
ty was critisized. The most radical point of view was that 
national identity had no links with ethnic sub-cultures. 
Every time when it was necessary to covert economical 
and political interests (and trans-national ideologies, e.g. 
proletarian, were in crisis) national identity was special- 
ly constructed. (see Seminar on federalism ..., 1990) 

It is hardly possible to follow the fever of these 
debates here. I would like only to point out that they 
were thought provoking and inspired some methodolog- 
ical notes on cultural identity. 

CULTURAL IDENTITY AS 
CONCEPTUAL PROBLEM 

During the last years cztlturcrl identity was placed 
in focus of interests in discussions on cultural policy. 
But it was rather hard for me to think about it not in 
terms of mists and mistiquc, but in termsof tlrcories and 
projects. It seems to me that it would be more correct to 
discuss: 

diffcrerrt types of idcrrh'h'es (professional, sex, gen- 
der, racial, ethnic, intellectual, e t ~ )  

diffcrerrt tyyes of sihtntiorrs which can provoke an 
emerge of identity or an increase of identity impor- 
tance 

dSffererrt types of co~ti~tzu~ritics (professional, con- 
sumption, neighbourhood, etc) which are social 
units keeping the identities. 

What does "cultural identity" mean? What does "to 
appropriate cultural identity" mean? 

One can says that it means to be united by common 
behavioral patterns with other members of a community. 

But these patterns themselves are determinated by 
a set of norms, stereotypes, images. The last ones have to 
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be transmitted and interiorized by newcomes to keep 
cultural identity. But what about common visions of fi- 
ture which could be more real then customary stereo- 
types and actualities of everyday and everynight routine?.. 
What about common challenges and choices based on 
these visions?.. 

Trying to answer these questions, one comes to the 
conclusion that identity can not be conceived as cultural 
in terms of a subject (culture as an established sphere of 
institutions, etc). The broad vision of culture (a way of 
life, or lifestyle) was a response to attempts of new so- 
cial actors to challenge the established model of culture. 
But this definition can not also clarify the mistique of 
cultural identity. 

I will try to analyse cultural indentity in terms of 
culha-e (1s specific dimension of ( ~ n ~ v  type of llurnan crctiv- 
ity. In this analysis I will follow Russian tradition of "cul- 
tural-historical approach" (see Vygotsky, 1962, 1982-84, 
Koznlin, 1986, Schedrovitsky, P., 1992) and its develop- 
ments in works by the Moscow Methodological Circle ( 
50s - 80s ) and the School of Cultural Policy ( 1989 - 
present) (see Schedrovitsky, G.,1988, Schedrovitsky, 
P., 1991,1993, Rotkirch, 1993, Liborakina, 1993) Vy- 
gotsky can be considered as one of the first action theo- 
rist who developed an interactive perspective on human 
society. In Vygotsky's cultural-historical theory the sen- 
tral feature of human activity is its mediated nature. 

So called mental tools (sign systems, logical con- 
cepts, mnemonic devises, a.s.0.) help the subject to or- 
ganize himlherself and the action undertaken. The spe- 
cial sphere of norms, models, examples of human activ- 
ity should be identified and transmit to newcomes (new 
generations, strangers, etc) in order to re-produce this 
activity. 

Culture is viewed as the sphere of activity norms 
and models. These norms mediate human deeds and com- 
munication and implicitly contain and f ix admissible ways 
of interactions. On the other hand, these norms are sym- 
bolically mediated themselves. 

To organize oneself through mental tools (cultur- 
ally) means also to identify himlherself through cultural 
sign, symbol, myth. 
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Semiotic images, human perceptions and expecta- 
tions are as real (and in many cases more real) as actual- 
ities, or actual states of affairs. 

Cultural identity does not only define the spectrum 
of images and orientations. It also defines the method of 
correlating actualities and images. Practical observations 
show clearly the links between identity and types of in- 
teractions. It is obvious, for example, that networking is 
not good working method to mobilize people on the ba- 
sis of ethnic identity. Cultural identity determines the 
way to overcome the gap between the images and actu- 
alities. It could be conceived as the roo1 to shape the 
course of events. 

Cultur(rl identity is specific dimension of enclr iden- 
tity. 

TO TURN TO CULTURAL 
IDENTITY POLICY 

This concept can be used as the tfieoretical basis 
for the projects dealing with identity issues. 

That provides with possibiliyies to turn from cul- 
tural identity mistique to cltltural iderrtity policy. 

I would like to identify tf~ree aims of culturaliden- 
tity policy: 

to construct identity 

to liberate from identity 

to organize dialogue between identities, to construct 
identity - to challenge cultural dogma. 

Firstly, I would like to mention one of the forgot- 
ten ideas of Russian cultural policy. 

The attempts to cfinller~ge dominant culture from 
the point of view of class were enterprised by the group 
of Alexandr Bogdanov. They worked from 191 0s till the 
beginning of 1920s.(see Bogdanov, 1924 ) 

They emphasized that the type of cultural identity 
should be changed in order to establish just society. Oth- 
erwise, "it will not be a proletarian who appropriates 
culture. It will be culture that assimilates this proletarian 
as human material for its tasks". 
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Cultural and pedagogical innovative programmes 
were conducted by this group in the Worker's University 
on Capri (where Maxim Corky was living at that time). 

Unfortunately, Bogdanov's works were forgotten 
for a long time. The idea of Proletarian Culture was bar- 
barized and became the ideological basis for oppression 
of artists with "non-proletarian" origin. 

To consbuct identity as an objective of cultural 
policy means a help in shapingpositivc identity of disad- 
va~itagcd groups. These groups are oppressed by domi- 
nant cultural dogma and therefore could not be present- 
ed as important actors in human activity and as full mem- 
bers of society. For example, women are culturally op- 
pressed group in patriarchal society. Traditional images 
of femininity justify the discrimination on the basis of 
sex. These images and expectations limit fields and pos- 
sibilities of women's self-realization and legitimate their 
position as a subordinated group. 

I think that now the most interesting attempt to 
challenge cultural identity is feminist critique of gender 
stereotyping. Feminist activism put forward the problem 
of new female identity as cultural problem. Conscious- 
ness-raising and collective memory groups can be con- 
sidered as attepmts to shape NCM' czllturfll identity or; grass- 
root levcl. 

To  feel that you are forced to behaviour in accor- 
dance with prescribed feminine identity and you have no 
voice and no language to express your disagreement is a 
tragedy. To identify that you belong to the oppressed 
group because your feminine identity is a beginning of 
liberation. To  analyse feminine identity as a result of 
"sexualization" and to constn~ct new images and percep- 
tions on the basis of your own experience is identity cul- 
tural policy on grassroot level. Youth, feminists, envi- 
ronmentalists, ethniclracial n~inorities, gay and lesbian 
groups challenged the established culture and cul t~~ral  
technologies (including language) which pushed them 
out of cultural space. They put on the agenda their issues 
as problems of cultural, social and political oppression. 

Their search for new ways of self-expression and 
new identity gave impulse to new strategies in cultural 
policies. New priorities of personal and community de- 
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velopment, participation, egalitarianism were put forward 
by left-controlled local authorities (see Bianchini, 
1992,1993). Animation initiatives were developed to pro- 
mote people to speak and to shape the identity corre- 
sponding to their experience. 

Cultural animation can help disadvantaged groups 
in "culturalization" of their aspirations and new experi- 
ence and to make them socially and politically visible, 
for example, in the field of community and city plan- 
ning. Cultural animation activity can be conceived as 
idcritip culturnlpolicj~ or1 the IcvcI ofsocirrl irrstitutions. 

The development of citizernkip as a strategy of ur- 
ban cultural policy in 70s can be also analysed in this 
framework (see Bianchini, 1992, 1993). Bianchini points 
out that promoting citizenship was particulary important 
for disadvantaged groups. It gave them possibility to ac- 
cess the policy-making process and demonstrated the 
relevance of their ideas and skills to the city's overall 
development From the point of view of above mentioned 
notion of cultural identity (which limits types of interac- 
tion) I can say that civic identip subscribes the orienta- 
tion to a diuloglrc arid corrscruzrs. 

'.One of prerequisites of a dialoque is shaping com- 
mon communicative space. In its turn, it needs special 
work for the ~idc~iirigfi-nmcs of participants of commu- 
nication. This work is also an issue of cultural policy. 
Bianchini showes it on the example of urban cultural 
policy: "1970s ideas about about cities asprojects for the 
widening of people's horizons, the raising of expecta- 
tions and the redesigning of the organization of life and 
work (for example, Nicolini's view of Rome as "a sys- 
tem of life which develops desires)" (see Bianchini, 1992, 

p.89) 

TO LIBERATE FROM IDENTITY 
- TO CONSTRUCT DJDIVIDUALITY 

As showed above, identity may be a form of op- 
pression. One can says that if it is dangerous not to have 
identity, it is twice dangerous to have the only one. In 
this case the power of identity can be easily exploited. 
The liberation from identity does not mean that one has 
to close histher door and to reject to act because it de- 
mands the acception of cultural norms. It means that one 
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has to reflect hislher own beloning to any identity, limits 
of distinctive identity and possible consequences of its 
acception. 

The customary way of socialization and traditional 
pedagogical systems did not provide a person with such 
opportunities. Now the development of permanent edu- 
cation is forming pre-requisites for liberation from iden- 
tity. 

This notion needs clarification and supplement. 
Infortunately, I could not provide with them here. It would 
be a special theme for an analysis of innovations in edu- 
cation which are promoted as "pedc~gosy for freedonz" 
(see Schedrovitsky, 1993). 

I would like to point out that the idea of liberation 
Porn identity challenges tltc concept of individuality. In 
this framework individuality is defined as the complex 
of appropriated and rejected identities which can be more 
or less important in different situations. More correct, 
individuality could be conceived as the trace of the way 
which a person passed accepting and reflecting identi- 
ties, challenging the dominant and shaping the new ones. 

TO LIBERATE FROM IDENTITY 
- TO ORGANIZE A DIALOGUE 

BETWEEN IDENTITIES 

One ofthe methods of liberation from identity was 
developed in Rzusiarl activity games. At the same time, 
it helps to organize dialogue between different identi- 
ties. 

Activity games have certain similarities with brain- 
storming and simulation practices and action research. 
Rather, they use more general developmental systems 
tllirrrl-ittg rrpproucll. Activity games are aimed to solve 
complex problems on the basis of multiprofessional and 
~tiulticultural coopcrrrtio~r. I do not attempt to analyse 
the whole method in this paper (see Schedrovitsky, G. & 
Koteltnicov,S., 1988, Rothkirch, 1993, Liborakina, 1993), 
but only focus on professio~rrl and 'kosition " idcrrtities. 
It is not easy to organize multiprofessional cooperation. 
In many cases professionals can not and even do not want 
understand and listen to each other. In order to organize 
dialogue and cooperation between professionals it is nec- 
essary to transcend professional boundaries. That means 
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that special work should be done to help professionals to 
reflect possibilities and limits oftheir identities. This work 
is organized in framework of "positioned activity" and 
"positioned communication". 

Referring to professional division and identity, one 
could claim that professions are determinated by their 
specific nets of techniques, values and myths. One can 
always distinguish a biologist from humanitarian. 

But there are also divisions according to the basic 
type of activity: analyzing or planning, sustaining inno- 
vation or re-production, etc. Different professions could 
be united by common approach or by this basic type of 
activity. For example, biologists and geologists use a 
general systen~atic approach to nature. Political observa- 
tors and doctors do partly similar work: they analyse. 

These different types of activity are mediated 
through so called "positions". The actors in activity games 
are supposed to define themselves as "players" in rela- 
tion to different positions which were included in the 
game's project. They are also supposed to identify simi- 
larities and differences of professions uniting by distinct 
"position" as well as similarities and differences of "po- 
sitions". Special games' methods and working regimes 
are used to achieve these objectives. (see Liborakina, 
1993) 

The "player" should impersonalize hislher profes- 
sional experience and learn to think about hislher limits 
and disadvantages as limits and disadvantages of the pro- 
fession. It makes space for personal development and, 
on the other hand, helps actors to reflect their own pro- 
fessional identity and to understand other identities. 

The communication in activity games is organized 
as "positioned" communication. That is the basis of a 
dialogue between different identities and future co-oper- 
ation. 

To use the method of activity games on a full scale 
is a rather hard task. Have been seeing its success many 
times, I hope that certain elements of games could be 
implemented in European practice of cultural policy. 
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TO ORGANIZE DIALOGUE: 
MULTI MEDIA 

The rapid development of "electronics" (especially 
new telecommunication and information technologies) 
provides with unique opportunities to organize dialogue 
between different identities. 

For this purpose special programs dealing with pub- 
lic discussins on urgent issues could be promoted. 

The objective of these programs is not only to give 
a floor to different groups and different opinions. It would 
be also necessary to clarify limits of customary solutions, 
to make visible new challeges and the basis of critique ( 
class, race, gender, environmental, a.s.0) and to identify 
common communicative space and ways of possible co- 
operation. I think that the activity game method would 
be useful here. 

TO PROMOTE DIALOGUE 
BETWEEN CULTURAL POLITICIANS 

Identity problems could be considered as an inspir- 
ing issue for debate on different aspects of European 
policy-making. To put identity on the agenda would mean 
also to promote dialogue between cultural politicians 
themselves. I would like to suggest the concrete theme 
to stimulate discussion: the role of diflerent cjctivating 
fornzs and methods (cultural animation, community so- 
cio-cultural planning, action research in the field of me- 
dia, activity games a.s.0) in identity culturtllpolicy. 

This paper is an attempt to initiate this discussion. 
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